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Conflict Update # 61 

May 16th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

• Russian and Ukrainian 

authorities negotiated the 

evacuation of 264 wounded 

Ukrainian servicemen from the 

Azovstal Steel Plant on May 16.  

• Ukrainian forces reached the 

Russian border north of Kharkiv City. 

• Russian forces continued 

unsuccessful ground operations in 

Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts and 

did not make any confirmed 

advances on May 16. 

• Russian forces continued to 

fortify their positions in Zaporizhia 

Oblast.  

Subordinate Main Effort— 

Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, 

Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces did 

not make any confirmed advances in any 

direction from Izyum and focused on 

regrouping in preparation of renewed 

offensives on May 16. Pro-Russian 

Telegram channels previously claimed 

that Russian troops entered Dovhenke, 

about 25 kilometers south of Izyum, on 

May 14. Another pro-Russian Telegram 

channel claimed that fighting is on-going 

in the settlement, but that the offensive 

was a “bloody meat grinder,” indicating 

that Ukrainian fortifications in Dovhenke 

were effective and caused significant 

Russian losses. Ukrainian General Staff 

stated that elements of the Russian 20th Combined Arms Army are reconstituting after suffering losses around Izyum 

and likely preparing for renewed offensives towards Slovyansk. Ukrainian forces are continuing to mount attacks 

against Russian positions in the Izyum area, and Ukrainian General Staff claimed that Ukrainian troops destroyed a 

Russian ammunition depot in Izyum on May 16. Such targeted Ukrainian attacks are likely putting continued pressure 
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on Russian logistical capabilities around Izyum and contributing to the disruption of any planned Russian offensives in 

this area. 

Russian forces continued offensive operations through Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts and made limited gains. The Head 

of the Luhansk Regional State Administration Serhiy Haidai stated that Russian forces in the area are focusing on 

securing territory from the direction of Bilohorivka, continuing attempts to seize Severodonetsk, and taking control of 

the highway to Lysychansk.  

Ukrainian General Staff noted that 

Russian forces did not conduct active 

ground operations in Severodonetsk and 

instead heavily shelled Ukrainian 

positions in the Rubizhne-Severodonetsk-

Lysychansk area. This is consistent with 

our previous assessment that Russian 

troops are likely increasingly unable to 

commit to a full-scale encirclement of the 

area east of the Izyum-Slovyansk-

Debaltseve highway and are opting for a 

shallower encirclement with artillery 

support. Ukrainian forces in the area are 

reportedly destroying Russian 

communications routes and railway 

bridges between Rubizhne and  

Severodonetsk to disrupt further Russian 

offensives on Severodonetsk and 

Lysychansk. Russian forces additionally 

continued offensive operations south of 

Severodonetsk around Toshkiva, 

Pylpchatyne, and Hirske, which is a likely 

push towards Bakhmut in order either to 

secure northwestward highway access to 

the Slovyansk-Kramatorsk area or to cut 

the last highway connecting 

Severodonetsk with the rest of Ukraine at 

Bakhmut. 

Russian troops reportedly conducted 

ground assaults towards Lyman, 

Bakhmut, Kurakhove, Shandrygolove, and around Donetsk City today, largely ineffective however and pro-Russian 

military analysis Telegram channels reporting on such stymied advances are increasingly critical of heavy Russian losses. 

One such channel claimed that the Russian operation to defeat the Ukrainian grouping in Donetsk Oblast by late April 

has failed and that marginal tactical success has come at the cost of heavy losses and fierce fighting. Discontent over 

unsuccessful Russian operations within Donetsk Oblast appears to be growing, and Advisor to the Mayor of Mariupol 

Petro Andryushchenko claimed that family members of those mobilized in the troops of the Donetsk People’s Republic 

(DNR) militia held a massive protest against mobilization in Donetsk City on May 15. While ISW cannot independently 

confirm Andryushchenko’s claim, it is consistent with growing discontent amongst previously pro-Russian military 

factions as losses during the war become more widely known. 
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Supporting Effort #1—Mariupol - Russian and Ukrainian officials negotiated the evacuation of 264 wounded 

Mariupol defenders from Azovstal Steel Plant to occupied Donetsk Oblast on May 16. Ukrainian Deputy Defense 

Minister Hanna Malyar reported that Russian forces evacuated 53 seriously wounded servicemen to Novoazovsk 

approximately 60 kilometers and 211 to occupied Olenivka south of Donetsk City.  

Russian Defense Ministry claimed to have opened a humanitarian corridor for wounded Ukrainian defenders to receive 

treatment in occupied Donetsk Oblast on May 16. Ukraine’s Azov Regiment Commander Denys Prokopenko published 

an ambiguous video stating that Ukrainian defenders at the Azovstal completed their order to prevent Russian soldiers 

from redeploying to other axes for 82 days. It is possible that Ukrainian and Russian officials will negotiate to evacuate 

the remaining Mariupol defenders in the coming days. 

Russian forces are trying to reopen the Port of Mariupol to establish shipping routes from Russia. The Donetsk People’s 

Republic claimed that proxy militia will demine the port by May 25. Russian forces have raised a sunken Ukrainian ship 

from the sea floor in the port on May 15. 

Andryushenko said another sunken 

Ukrainian ship and mines are preventing 

Russian forces from reopening the port. 

Supporting Effort #2—Kharkiv City - 

Ukrainian forces reached the Russian 

border in an unspecified location 

northeast of Kharkiv City on May 15. 

Ukrainian General Staff stated that 

Russian forces unsuccessfully tried to repel 

Ukrainian forces near the Russian border 

approximately 60 kilometers northeast 

from Kharkiv City on May 16.  

Russian military bloggers also confirmed 

that Ukrainian forces are pushing Russian 

and Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) units 

to the border northwest and northeast of 

Kharkiv City, while withdrawn troops 

accumulate in Belgorod Oblast for future 

redeployments. Kharkiv Oblast 

Administration Head Oleg Synegubov 

noted that Russian forces resumed limited 

shelling of northern and eastern 

residential areas in Kharkiv City and 

continued artillery fire against Ukrainian 

counteroffensives in the region. Russian 

forces will likely seek to maintain 

condensed positions near Kharkiv-

Belgorod highway to prevent Ukrainian 

artillery from striking the outskirts of 

Belgorod City and defend Russian ground 

lines of communication (GLOCs) near 

Vovchansk, approximately 90 kilometers northeast of Kharkiv City. 
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Supporting Effort #3—Southern Axis - Russian forces continued to fortify their positions in Zaporizhia Oblast and 

did not conduct active offensive operations on the Southern axis on May 16. The Ukrainian nuclear power company 

Energoatom reported that Russian forces dug trenches and established concrete barricades along the entire perimeter 

of the Zaporizhya Nuclear Power Plant in Enerhodar City. ISW has previously reported that Russian forces have fortified 

settlements approximately 37 kilometers east of Enerhodar and in areas south of Melitopol. Russian forces are likely 

fortifying positions to establish long-term control over the occupied settlements. The Zaporizhia Oblast Military 

Administration also noted that Russian forces destroyed a highway between Russian-controlled settlements in Polohy 

district and areas of Ukrainian counteroffensives near Huliapole, approximately 47 and 60 kilometers west of the 

Donetsk Oblast border. Road-bound Russian forces may abandon their efforts to seize Huliapole and instead establish 

defensive positions. 

Ukrainian forces reportedly struck Russian ammunition and field bases in central and northern Kherson Oblast. 

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command reported that Ukrainian forces struck a Russian ammunition depot in 

Chornobaivka again, likely near the Kherson City Airport. Ukrainian General Staff reported that Ukrainian forces also 

destroyed a Russian field depot on the southeastern border of Mykolaiv Oblast. Ukrainian forces will likely continue to 

inflict artillery and air strikes on Russian ammunition depots ineffectively located in the immediate vicinity of the 

frontline. 

Russian forces launched another missile strike on Odesa Oblast, likely in effort to completely destroy the damaged 

bridge over Dniester estuary. They will likely continue to target Ukrainian transport infrastructure connecting Odesa 

Oblast with Romania to disrupt one route by which Western countries can provide aid to Ukraine. Ukraine’s Southern 

Operational Command reported that Russian forces are continuing rescue operations on Snake Island following 

Ukrainian strikes against the Russian grouping on the island. The situation in Transnistria did not change. 

Is Russia running out of missiles? Russia has dismissed US claims that it is depleting its stock of precision-guided 

missiles, and continues to use the weapons in its campaign in Ukraine. 

"We do assess that they [Russia] are running through their precision-guided missiles at a pretty fast clip," said Pentagon 

Press Secretary John F. Kirby last Tuesday. "We know that in Mariupol for instance, their use of munitions has migrated 

from almost all precision-guided to a significant number of what we would call dumb bombs, non-precision-guided 

munitions." 

"Due to the fact that the enemy used almost the entire set of cruise missiles of the 'Kalibr' and 'Iskander' tactical missile 

systems during the first twenty days of the operation, he continues to launch missile and bomb strikes on infrastructure 

and housing neighborhoods of large cities using indiscriminate weapons," the General Staff of the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine claimed in a statement in mid-March. 

Russia's thwarted Ukraine river crossing was so bloody, pro-Russia war bloggers are publicly griping –  

We reported on this failed offensive last week, the number of casualties varies by differing reports and sources. 

Russia's thwarted attempt to cross the Siverskyi Donets River in northeastern Ukraine last week "is emerging as among 

the deadliest engagements of the war, with estimates based on publicly available evidence now suggesting that well 

over 400 Russian soldiers were killed or wounded," The New York Times reports. "And as the scale of what happened 

comes into sharper focus, the disaster appears to be breaking through the Kremlin's tightly controlled information 

bubble." 

Russia reportedly committed about 550 troops to its highly risky May 11 effort to cross the Donets River at Bilohorivka, 

to encircle Ukrainian forces near Rubizhne. Ukraine destroyed the pontoon bridges and also, according to Britain's 

Ministry of Defense, "significant armored maneuver elements of at least one Battalion Tactical Group." 
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Most strikingly, pro-Russia war bloggers are publicly criticizing Russia's military effort, the Times reports. "The last straw 

that overwhelmed my patience was the events around Bilohorivka, where due to stupidity — I emphasize, because of 

the stupidity of the Russian command — at least one battalion tactical group was burned, possibly two," war blogger 

Yuri Podolyaka told his 2.1 million followers. Another popular blogger, who goes by Starshe Eddy, blamed the exposure 

of so many Russian troops on "not idiocy, but direct sabotage," by commanders. 

"The commentary by these widely read milbloggers may fuel burgeoning doubts in Russia about Russia's prospects in 

this war and the competence of Russia's military leaders," the Institute for the Study of War (ISW) think take wrote over 

the weekend. 

"The failed Russian attempts to cross the Siverskyi Donets River" has likely curtailed the Kremlin's ambitions to seize 

Donetsk Oblast and encircle Ukrainian troops on a wide scale, ISW assessed Sunday. 

In besieged Mariupol, Jews fight alongside infamous Azov Unit - A senior aide to Ukrainian President 

Volodymyr Zelensky says that there are dozens of Jewish soldiers fighting in the besieged Azovstal steel plant in 

Mariupol. “There are about 40 Jewish heroes protecting Azovstal now,” David Arakhamia, the adviser in charge of 

Ukraine’s negotiating delegation, told The Times of Israel on Friday. 

Ukraine Says It Has Repelled Russian Incursion in Sumy Region - Ukrainian border guards repelled an 

incursion by a Russian sabotage and reconnaissance group in the northeastern region of Sumy on Monday, the 

governor of the Sumy region said. 

Dmytro Zhyvytsky wrote on the Telegram messaging app that the Russian group entered Ukrainian territory under the 

cover of mortar shells, grenades and machine gun fire but retreated after the border guards fought back. 

Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces will likely complete their withdrawal from the vicinity of Kharkiv City but attempt to hold a line west 

of Vovchansk to defend their GLOCs from Belgorod to Izyum. It is unclear if they will succeed. 

• The Russians will continue efforts to encircle Severodonetsk and Lysychansk at least from the south, possibly by 

focusing on cutting off the last highway connecting Severodonetsk-Lysychansk with the rest of Ukraine. 

• A Ukrainian counter-offensive around Izyum will likely begin soon. 

• The Battle of Mariupol may be coming to an end. 

Defenders of Ukrainian steel mill declare mission complete - The regiment that doggedly defended a steel mill 

as Ukraine’s last stronghold in the port city of Mariupol declared its mission complete Monday after more than 260 

fighters, including some badly wounded, were evacuated and taken to areas under Russia’s control. 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy said the evacuation to separatist-controlled territory was done to save the 

lives of the fighters who endured weeks of Russian assaults in the maze of underground passages below the hulking 

Azovstal steelworks. He said the “heavily wounded” were getting medical help. 

Number to watch – Ukraine controls 10% of Luhansk province according to Serhii Haidai, the Head of the region.  

After pushing Russian troops out of Ukraine around the Kharkiv area, Ukraine will pivot to reclaiming other territory to 

the south-east. The 10% will be a number to watch to gauge Ukrainian success. 

Ukrainian defenders also started shelling Russian invaders' positions in Kherson Oblast, located to the south of Kharkiv. 

Despite pushing back against the invading force, Russia still maintains control over parts of Zaporizhzhya, Kherson and 

Kharkiv oblasts. 
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We Pushed the Russians All the Way Back to Their Border - A jubilant contingent of the Ukrainian military say 

they’ve pushed invading Russian troops back across their border north of Kharkiv. 

The total pushback marks a major success eradicating any Russian gains in the region since the war broke out. While 

western military analysts have not been able to verify the number of troops or the exact area where a photo was taken, 

it appears to mark a considerable success in an unprovoked war Russia clearly thought it could easily win. 

CNN reports that Ukraine has liberated several villages around Kharkiv, which was one of the hardest hit cities early in 

the invasion. It was, at the time, Ukraine’s second largest city, but now most of the civilian population has fled. “Their 

advances threaten the symbolic embarrassment of expelling the Kremlin's forces back to their own border while posing 

the strategic threat of cutting Russia’s supply lines into Ukraine and its forces further south in the Donbas region,” an 

official told CNN. 

Fierce fighting continues elsewhere, with Russian troops concentrating their remaining armaments on the Luhansk and 

Donetsk regions. “The Russians are concentrating their forces there. This is the only place where they can have some 

progress. It will be the hottest area in the coming days,” advisor to Ukraine’s Interior Ministry Vadym Denysenko said 

on state television Monday, according to Reuters. “I hope we will be able to repel them. Russian attacks are choking... 

retreating, blowing up bridges. Our forces are counter-attacking.” 

Fearing counterattack into Russia, invaders destroy bridge in Sumy Oblast, governor says - Zhyvytskyi 

said the Russian military was afraid that the Ukrainian army would launch a counteroffensive in Russia. 

"The bridge has been completely destroyed,” he said. “As we can see, this bridge just leads towards Russia. Obviously, 

they’re afraid that an attack from the territory of Ukraine on Russia is already possible.” 

Russia has now lost 27,700 soldiers killed in Ukraine – General Staff - Besides losing soldiers, the Russian 

army is losing vast quantities of military equipment – so far losses number over 8,000 units of various types of weapons 

and equipment. This kill rate implies that 83,000+ injuries have been suffered, bringing the casualty rate in Russian 

forces to 110,800 in total since their invasion commenced. 

This is a catastrophic ratio and small wonder that Russian forces are withdrawing from astern battlefronts. It does 

however raise the ominous potemtial of a Russian escalation in weapon types being used to “claim success.” 

The latest count of Russia’s losses is as follows: 

• Killed – 27,700 

• Injured – 83,100 

• Tanks – 1,228 

• Armored personnel carriers – 2,974 

• Artillery systems – 577 

• Multiple rocket launcher systems – 195 

• Anti-aircraft defense systems – 89 

• Warplanes – 200 

• Helicopters – 165 

• Motor vehicles – 2,101 

• Warships, boats – 13 

• Drones of operational-tactical level – 427 

• Special equipment – 42 

• Cruise missiles – 97 
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Ukraine repulses 17 attacks and shoots down two helicopters – Ukrainian forces yesterday repulsed 17 

attacks and destroyed 18 units of Russian military equipment, including two helicopters in Donetsk and Luhansk. 

In 5 of the Russian attacks alone, Ukraine killed 84 soldiers, 1 tank, 4 fighting vehicles, 1 helicopter and 1 UAV. 

In all, Ukrianian Joint Forces Operation repulsed 93 enemy attacks in the past week, destroying 1 anti-aircraft missile 

system, 58 tanks, 26 artillery systems (including 1 MLRS), 98 units of armoured combat vehicles, 7 special engineering 

units, 33 units of Russian vehicles and one anti-aircraft gun. Four helicopters and 27 unmanned aerial vehicles of the 

occupiers were shot down by air defence units. 

Quiet Moments From Odesa: A Strategic Ukrainian Port City Awaits Its Fate - As battles rage in eastern 

Ukraine's Donbas region, people living in the strategic Black Sea port city of Odesa are trying to live life as normally as 

possible. Odesa has been hit by Russian missiles but the city has so far been been spared any full-scale assault. With 

"danger, mines" signs marking its beaches, sandbags protecting its heritage sites, and air-raid sirens alerting its citizens 

of incoming missiles, the residents of Odesa are living their lives knowing quiet moments of normalcy may come to an 

end. 

The historic city of Odesa, founded in 1794 by Catherine the Great on the coast of the Black Sea, is known for its 

Potemkin Stairs, stunning architecture, and pleasant beaches. It is also uneasily awaiting its fate as it looks to the east, 

where cities such as Mariupol and Kherson have been left in ruins by Russia's invasion of Ukraine. If Russia can succeed 

in capturing Odesa, it would be a strategic military prize, ending Ukraine's ability to use the Black Sea for its imports and 

exports. 

Despite failures in Ukraine, don’t underestimate Russia’s armed forces -  Russia has demonstrated the 

ability to deploy massed cruise and ballistic missiles in strikes against Ukraine’s critical national infrastructure and some 

evidence suggests these attacks are growing in sophistication with multiple missile types reaching a target 

simultaneously. Russia’s deterrence ultimately rests on its nuclear triad, which remains the largest inventory of nuclear 

weapons in the world. 

Failings in Ukraine do not prove that Russia’s nuclear arsenal is incapable of holding the Western way of life at risk. 

Because of this, analysts, government, and industry must carefully consider what lessons the war in Ukraine provides 

about Russia as a country and as a military. 

It is unlikely that Russia will be written off as a threat, but the threat that it presents should be carefully considered 

against the ability of the Russian military to project force and achieve Moscow’s national goals. This can then inform 

the way in which Nato chooses to conduct deterrence in the coming years. 

Russia's Offensive In Ukraine Has Lost Momentum, Western Military Officials Say - Russia's military 

campaign in Ukraine appears to be faltering as its forces struggle to take more territory in the Donbas amid fierce 

resistance, Western military officials said. 

After initially failing to take the capital, Kyiv, in the first weeks of the war, Russian forces have refocused their efforts on 

eastern and southern Ukraine. 

However, their offensives have been met with substantial resistance, with some Western intelligence saying Russia may 

have lost up to one-third of its combat strength since it began its unprovoked invasion on February 24. 

"The brutal invasion [by] Russia is losing momentum," NATO Deputy-Secretary General Mircea Geoana said on May 15. 

"We know that with the bravery of the Ukrainian people and army, and with our help, Ukraine can win this war." 
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British military intelligence said in its regular update that the Russian forces' offensive in Ukraine's eastern Donbas 

region "has lost momentum and fallen significantly behind schedule." “Russia has failed to achieve substantial 

territorial gains in the Donbas over the past month while sustaining consistently high levels of attrition.” 

Why Russia’s armed forces struggled in Ukraine 

The Ukraine war appeared to show that Russian modernisation, started in 2010, bore fruit, an impression that was 

largely confirmed by Moscow’s ostensibly successful deployment to Syria in 2015. 

There, Russian forces reportedly engaged targets using real-time reconnaissance passed from the battlefield back to 

the National Defence Management Centre in Moscow. Russian forces employed a variety of cruise missiles to strike 

targets from as far away as the Caspian Sea and even tested the Orion armed UAV for the first time in 2018. 

Alongside this, regular reports from the Russian MoD indicated that the latest weapon systems were entering service at 

pace. The first T-90M Proryv main battle tank was delivered in April 2020 and deliveries of T-72B3Ms and T-80BVMs 

were reported frequently, as were the well-publicised deliveries of BMD-4M infantry fighting vehicles for Russia’s 

airborne forces (VDV). 

Most exercises included some form of UAV and artillery coordination and the Russian air force gathered new planes at 

an impressive rate, whilst its air defence systems grew in number and complexity. All of this, and the perceived dire 

state of Ukrainian forces in February 2022, gave analysts cause for concern. It seemed certain that an advanced Russian 

military would brush Ukrainian forces aside within a matter of days.  

However, as Operation Z unfolded, it became clear that something was amiss – not only were Russian forces failing to 

achieve their initial objectives, but they were failing to meet basic military standards. 

It is true that Ukrainian resistance has been phenomenal; however, there remains a question over Russian forces and 

the threat they may or may not pose to Europe and Russia’s other neighbours. As Michael Kofman, director of the 

Russia Studies Programme at CNA has remarked, the challenge is to convince people that the Russians are not “four 

feet tall.” 

On one hand, Russian operations in Ukraine have been characterised by poor assumptions and intelligence failings. It is 

apparent that Russia’s FSB had provided an erroneous assessment of the situation in Ukraine, which led to the belief 

that regime change would be welcomed and that resistance would be low. 

The purging of 150 FSB officers in April stands as a mark of Putin’s dissatisfaction with the service’s performance on 

Ukraine. It seems reasonable to assume that at least some of the failings are due to the FSB leading the structure of the 

operation and that weaknesses inherent in the FSB impacted its ability to provide an honest judgement of the situation. 

Furthermore, the level of secrecy around the operation meant that some of the units originally fighting in Ukraine were 

not provided with any warning of what they were about to do, believing instead that they were embarking on an 

exercise. Similar conditions reportedly occurred in 2014, with Russian troops reporting that they were expecting to be 

on exercise rather than at war. 

Basic intelligence and preparedness failings aside, there have been other shortcomings in the Russian armed forces that 

may be harder to address. 

One example is the use of unencrypted radios to communicate. Some evidence suggests that this is more endemic than 

it was previously thought. Russian bloggers are working to raise money so that commercial radios can be procured for 

Russian troops fighting in Ukraine, and open-source analysts have intercepted and recorded conversations between 

Russian troops fighting in Ukraine. 
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The failure to provide encrypted and secured communications is likely a result of many failings, including corruption 

and systems that have been found too technically challenging for some Russian soldiers. If corruption is the root cause 

of Russia’s communication woes, it will be a difficult problem to correct as corruption is a part of military life in Russia. 

Additional challenges have been observed in Russia’s ability to supply its troops with fuel, food, warm clothing, and 

spare parts. This may be one of the causes of Russian vehicles being abandoned in perfect working order or the loss of 

momentum in Russian advances. It has also led to poor conditions for Russian soldiers, with some reporting frostbite or 

out of date rations. 

Putin 

Russian plans to annex southern Ukrainian oblasts – In last week’s Update we reported that Russia may intend 

to annex the south eastern region of Ukraine, incorporating them into Russia. This then allows Putin to invoke “an 

invasion” should Ukrainian forces attempt to liberate their erstwhile territory. 

Today, with Finland and Sweden opting to join NATO, Putin needs an asymmetric response that has a double impact, 

deterring US and EU allies from supplying Ukraine with more heavy weapons necessary to launch a large-scale counter-

offensive.  

The easiest way to score such a geopolitical coup might be to formally annex the Donetsk and Luhansk quasi-

“republics” into the Russian Federation; then, Ukrainian resistance and combat operations in Donbas could be 

construed as an attack on Russia and its “historic lands” mentioned by Putin in his May 9 speech. Sergei Naryshkin, the 

director of Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR), “mumbled” about such a plan during the televised meeting of the 

Security Council on the eve of the re-invasion.  

More recently, he speculated about Poland’s supposed intentions to restore control over its old possessions in western 

Ukraine. A follow-up Russian move could consist of annexing the Kherson region, critical for establishing a corridor 

between Donbas and occupied Crimea. 

One serious problem with this plan is the situation on the front line. Although Luhansk Oblast is nearly completely 

occupied by Russian forces, only half of the Donetsk region has been “liberated,” from Moscow’s point of view. The 

battered retreat from the outskirts of Kharkiv makes little difference to this pitched battle, but the hard blow at the 

Siversky Donets river-crossing last week further derailed the long-planned Russian offensive.  

Meanwhile, Russia’s control over the Kherson region is increasingly tenuous: its offensive push toward Mykolaiv and 

Odesa lost momentum and turned into a slow retreat, leaving the troops on the western side of Dnieper River 

undersupplied and demoralized.  

The Kremlin counts on the unstoppable drive of its military machine securing additional territorial gains in Donbas, but 

timing may be a factor. Namely, the envisaged annexation could be entirely undercut by a surprise breakthrough 

achieved by the emboldened and rearmed Ukrainian brigades. Moscow is preparing for the land grab in eastern 

Ukraine with a planned rehearsal in Georgia’s South Ossetia. A “referendum” on this separatist region joining Russia 

has been scheduled for mid-July; but two months is a long time even for the currently slow-moving war.  

The annexation of Donbas and Kherson might be seen as a way to transform the notorious “special military operation” 

into an ostensibly just cause war of defending Russian territory with all available military means. This geopolitical trick 

can hardly succeed—not only because of international condemnation but also because propaganda can induce only 

fake enthusiasm among Russians for such “enlargement.” The elites may be far detached from the populace, and the 

top brass from the soldiers, but the disunited country is gradually reckoning with the need to bring Putin’s war to an 

end. (Eurasia Daily Monitor). 
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Steele says sources tell him Putin is seriously ill - Former British spy Steele told Sky News on Sunday that 

sources have told him that Russian President Vladimir Putin is seriously ill. 

Christopher Steele, who led MI6's Russia desk and worked as a spy in Moscow for years, told Sky News: "Certainly, from 

what we're hearing from sources in Russia and elsewhere, is that Putin is, in fact, quite seriously ill." 

Claims about the 69-year-old leader's health have circulated for months. On Saturday, Ukraine's head of military 

intelligence, Maj. Gen. Kyrylo Budanov, told Sky that Putin is in a "very bad psychological and physical condition, and he 

is very sick." 

In early May, a former KGB agent, Boris Karpichkov, told The Sun, without citing sources, that "there is a serious 

concern that Putin is suffering from" ailments including dementia and Parkinson's disease. 

More Russian Military Enlistment Buildings Targeted In Possible Sign Of War Protest - Unidentified 

individuals have attempted to set fire to military enlistment offices in two locations in Russia in a possible sign of 

protest against the war in Ukraine. 

Since Russia launched its invasion of Ukraine on February 24 at least 10 enlistment offices have been attacked, 

according to Russian news portal Baza. 

In the early morning hours of May 15, individuals tried but failed to set fire to an office in the village of Pronsk in Ryazan 

region, located about 270 kilometers southeast of Moscow, the news agency reported. 

Around the same time, a fire broke out at an office in the city of Volgograd in Russia's south. Police believe a Molotov 

cocktail was tossed through the window. The fire damaged about 20 square meters. 

On May 13, a military enlistment office in the town of Gukovo in the southern Rostov region was partially burned. A 

Molotov cocktail is also believed to be the cause of that fire, which was quickly put out. 

Russian ambassador to US hints at split in the Kremlin over Ukraine war - The Russian ambassador to the US 

has sensationally hinted at a split in the Kremlin hierarchy over Putin's invasion of Ukraine. 

Speaking on Russian state TV, envoy Anatoly Antonov said America is secretly giving the Kremlin the terms of 

negotiations to halt the brutal fighting. This comes amid a clear failure by the Russian army to make significant new 

progress in its push to invade areas of eastern Ukraine, after Moscow's forces changed tactics to focus on the region 

following earlier failings around Kyiv. 

Antonov implied that some inside the Kremlin's power structures are ready to give up the fight, move back invading 

troops and even 'repent' - while stressing he was not among those willing to capitulate. 

The senior diplomat - seen as a hardliner - said: 'The Americans are pushing us into negotiations, but with certain 

conditions. 'I would specify three of them,' he said. 'First, to stop military action as part of the special military 

operation. Second, to move our troops back to where they were before 24 February.' The third, he said, is 'to repent for 

everything we have done'. 

Antonov told Russian State TV anchor Vladimir Solovyov: 'Naturally we are saying firm and clear, and we are 

unambiguously sure of this - at least the Russian diplomats that work here there will be no such capitulation. Never! 

'We are firmly convinced - and it would have been harder to work without this certainty - that all tasks set by the 

Supreme Commander-in-Chief will be fully completed. We will never surrender, and never go back.' 
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By saying 'at least the Russian diplomats that work here' he appeared to hint that others were less certain of his 'no 

capitulation' message. The veteran ambassador failed to mention Putin by name, instead referring to him as the 

'Supreme Commander-in-Chief'. 

In doing so, he makes clear that the military strategy - seen as flawed even in Russian security and military ranks - is 

coming from the very top of the Kremlin.  

In other statements, Antonov has echoed other figures in the Russian elite that the east-west confrontation, with the 

West arming Ukraine, could trigger nuclear war. He told Russian television: 'The situation today is extremely, extremely 

dangerous. 'The U.S. is being drawn deeper and deeper into conflict with the most unpredictable consequences for 

relations between the two nuclear powers.' 

Containment 

Finland and Sweden eye Israeli defense systems - Finland and Sweden’s joining NATO in the wake of 

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has already spurred talks between those governments and Israel about 

purchasing advanced Israel defense systems and weapons, according to defense sources here. 

Both nations were already customers of Israeli defense firms, but the move towards NATO has accelerated 

negotiations, and new deals are being discussed, sources said. 

A spokesperson for the Israeli ministry of defense declined to comment for this report, only saying, “as a rule, 

we do not discuss negotiations about arms deals.” 

The potential deals come as Finland and Sweden brace for some form of retaliation from Russia over the 

expected NATO bids. Ironically, Russia used NATO’s expansion as one pretext for its Ukrainian misadventure. 

NATO Exercises along Russian border - NATO is staging a huge military drill on Russia's border featuring 15,000 

troops from 14 countries including Finland and Sweden. 

The drill is designed to test how a multi-nation force would respond to a sudden attack by Russia. 

A 'small number' of troops will also be present from Georgia, which was invaded by Russia in 2008 and still has Kremlin 

forces on some of its territory. 

Major General Veiko-Vello Palm, the deputy commander of the Estonian Defence Forces, told journalists last week that 

Russia has not been invited to observe this exercise, as has happened in the past. 

Humanitarian 

Turkish Ship Standing By To Aid In Sea Evacuation For Wounded Ukrainians - NATO member Turkey has 

proposed carrying out a sea evacuation of wounded fighters holed up in a steel works in the southern Ukrainian city of 

Mariupol, President Tayyip Erdogan’s spokesman said on Saturday. 

Ibrahim Kalin told Reuters in an interview that he had personally discussed the proposal with Ukrainian President 

Volodymyr Zelenskyy in Kyiv two weeks ago and that it remains “on the table” although Moscow has not agreed to it.  

Under the plan, people evacuated from the vast Azovstal steel plant will be taken by land to Berdyansk, which like 

Mariupol is on the Sea of Azov, and a Turkish vessel would take them across the Black Sea to Istanbul, he said.  
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“If it can be done that way, we are happy to do it. We are ready. In fact, our ship is ready to go and bring the injured 

soldiers and other civilians to Turkey,” said Kalin, who is also Erdogan’s top foreign policy adviser.  

Ukraine and Russia did not immediately comment on the possibility of an evacuation by sea. 

Putin's commanders are slaughtering their own wounded soldiers rather than retrieving them from the 

battlefield for medical treatment, captured Russian soldiers reveal - Russian commanders are slaughtering their own 

wounded soldiers instead of retrieving them from the battlefield for treatment, Putin's own troops have said. 

A lieutenant-colonel was accused of personally shooting dead multiple troops as they lay injured. 

It comes as investigations in the horror town of Bucha have revealed 650 civilians were shot rather than hit by shelling 

in what police say proves they were executed by Russian thugs. 

But their barbarity is not directed only towards the Ukrainians, as Russians spoke out about the brutal killings of their 

own forces within the ranks. 

Captured troops recalled one commander asking a soldier if he could walk after suffering an injury, and when the man 

replied he could not, the officer killed him instantly. 

The chilling account comes from young army intelligence troops captured by the Ukrainians. 

They are shown speaking in a video clip made by Ukrainian journalist Volodymyr Zolkin who has chronicled Russian 

captives for Open Media Ukraine. 

One soldier told how commanders had 'finished off their wounded'. Asked by Zolkin what he meant, the captured 

Russian said: 'Just like that…a wounded soldier is lying on the ground, and a battalion's commander shoots him dead 

from a gun.' He explained: 'It was a young man, he was wounded.' 

A second soldier said on the video: 'The most important thing - this wasn't a single case. The Lieutenant-Colonel was 

walking around….' 

A third soldier then says: 'He shot four or five like this.' 

The second soldier says: 'They were all young men.' 

The third added: 'They could have been rescued, given help, taken out of there. He simply shot them dead.' 

NATO 

Finland to apply for NATO membership - Finland’s political leadership announced this morning that they support 

joining NATO “without delay,” paving the way for a major expansion of the military alliance. 

The statement from President Sauli Niinisto and Prime Minister Sanna Marin does not constitute the final word on 

Finland’s decision, but Finland’s parliament has been poised for weeks to approve a NATO push. While it may be 

several days for the final checks and votes to occur, today’s announcement is a de facto NATO application. 

“NATO membership would strengthen Finland’s security. As a member of NATO, Finland would strengthen the entire 

defense alliance,” the two said in a joint statement. “Finland must apply for NATO membership without delay. We hope 

that the national steps still needed to make this decision will be taken rapidly within the next few days.” 

After Finland formally applies, every member state of NATO has to ratify the application. That leaves a potential 

months-long process ahead, during which Russia could move to intervene. A top Finnish defense official told Breaking 

Defense last month that Helsinki was preparing for Russian “consequences” should they make the NATO move. 
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A Russian government spokesman told Western media that NATO expansion is “definitely” seen as a threat to Moscow 

and promised a response of some kind, without going into details. Asked Wednesday to respond to Russian concerns, 

Niinisto was clear: “My response would be that you caused this. Look at the mirror,” he said. 

Putin Says Russia Has No Problem With Sweden or Finland - Putin says there is no threat from Finland and 

Sweden potentially joining NATO. But he says there would be a response to a military buildup in the territory. Putin 

spoke in televised Kremlin summit of leaders of former Soviet states in a Moscow-led defense grouping.  

The Russian president insisted he has 'no problem' with either Sweden or Finland joining the NATO alliance. 

But, he added, 'the expansion of military infrastructure on to this territory will certainly trigger a response.' 

Russia also reacted to the news on Monday, as video showed a battery of Iskander ballistic missile launchers - which 

can carry nukes - moving towards the Finnish/Russian border. 

Footage posted on Russian social media claimed the rockets were heading towards Vyborg - a city located just 30 miles 

from Finland and 135 miles from Helsinki, putting the capital within easy range. 

Vladimir Putin - chairing a 

meeting of ex-Soviet heads of 

state in Moscow today - warned 

of a 'response' if NATO 

'infrastructure' expands into 

either country. 

Russia's deployment of Iskander 

missiles comes after state media 

threatened to deploy additional 

nuclear weapons to the Baltics. 

Iskanders are the workhorse of 

Russia's missile forces and can 

perform a wide variety of roles 

depending on the warhead they 

are fitted with. Charges include 

lung-crushing thermobarics, 

banned cluster munitions, tank-

killing armour piercing grounds , 

bunker-busters, and 

electromagnetic for taking out 

radar. 

But the most eye-catching of the Iskander's warheads is a nuclear charge, thought to be around four times as powerful 

as the bomb that destroyed Hiroshima. 

The missiles have a range of up to 300 miles and are most-commonly carried by road-mobile launch vehicles, which 

makes the missiles harder to find and destroy. 

Dmitry Medvedev, deputy chairman of Russia's security council, said weeks ago that Russia could deploy nuclear 

weapons and hypersonic missiles in its Kaliningrad exclave between Poland and Lithuania, in response to NATO's Nordic 

expansion. 
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'When NATO bases appear in Sweden & Finland, Russia will have no choice but to neutralize the imbalance & new 

threat by deploying tactical nuclear weapons.' 

Sweden applying for NATO membership; other Nordic nations pledge security support - Sweden’s ruling 

party today announced plans to apply for NATO membership, a dramatic turnaround from centuries of Swedish policy 

— and a change tied directly into Russia’s decision to invade Ukraine. 

The office of Prime Minister Magdalena Andersson released a statement Monday morning titled “The Government has 

decided today that Sweden will apply for NATO membership.” The statement, less than 100 words, notes that “the 

Government’s assessment is that NATO membership is the best way to protect Sweden’s security in light of the 

fundamentally changed security environment following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.” 

Sanctions 

‘Straw Owner’ Hides $1 Billion Worth of Russian Yachts - In the race to seize assets tied to sanctioned Russian 

billionaires, US authorities are alleging that a Russian tycoon acted as the “straw owner” of two yachts worth more 

than $1 billion, including the $700 million Scheherazade, a superyacht linked to Putin. 

Court filings in the South Pacific island of Fiji, where the US is trying to seize the $325 million yacht Amadea, reveal 

what US officials allege is a nest of offshore shell companies that were set up with the help of a yacht broker to conceal 

the true owners of both vessels — an allegation that lawyers for the listed owner and the broker dispute. A hearing is 

scheduled for Wednesday in Fiji on the fate of the Amadea. 

The layers of companies and trusts, stretching from the Marshall Islands to Switzerland, indicate the beneficial owner of 

both yachts is the former president of state-controlled Rosneft OJSC, Eduard Khudainatov, according to the documents. 

Khudainatov doesn’t appear on any sanctions lists. But the US alleges the “true beneficial owner” of the 348-foot 

Amadea, which features a helipad, a mosaic-tiled pool and a lobster tank, is Russian gold billionaire Suleiman Kerimov, 

who was first sanctioned by Washington in 2018. 

“The fact that Khudainatov is being held out as the owner of two of the largest superyachts on record, both linked to 

sanctioned individuals, suggests that Khudainatov is being used as a clean, unsanctioned straw owner to conceal the 

true beneficial owners of these vessels,” according to an affidavit by a special agent with the US Federal Bureau of 

Investigation, filed in the Fiji court proceedings. “While Khudainatov is wealthy, there is no reason to believe he has the 

financial resources to purchase both the Amadea and the Scheherazade, which are collectively worth more than $1 

billion.” 

Impacts 

Japan’s push to double defense spending ties directly back to Ukraine – Japan has taken the extraordinary 

step of proposing to double the country’s defense spending over the next five years, with the goal of moving from the 

historic level of less than 1 percent of GDP spent on defense up to 2 percent. 

The same document also called for the development of a “counterattack” capability that can target enemy military 

bases or command and control systems. If the ruling government does act on this recommendation — and it should be 

noted the LDP appears unlikely to lose power anytime soon — it would continue a push by the LDP away from Japan’s 

post World War II reluctance towards having a military capable of projecting power. 

It is hard to ignore that the LDP plan comes as Germany is also moving away from its own post-WWII reluctance for 

military use. Shortly after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, Berlin began providing lethal aid to Kyiv, and also approved a 

massive increase of roughly $113 billion to its defense budget, something almost unthinkable just months ago. 
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African food prices soaring amid Ukraine war - The war in Ukraine is having a drastic impact on Africa. Prices for 

wheat, gas and gasoline are at record highs. Crisis regions could see things get worse than they already are. 

Teresa Anderson, the international climate policy coordinator at the nongovernmental organization Actionaid, told DW 

that many African economies are still reeling from the pandemic, climate change, humanitarian emergencies, or 

political and economic unrest. The effects of the Ukraine war have exacerbated the situation, she said. 

Widening of War 

Kazakh Group Defending Rights Of Ethnic Kin In Xinjiang To Create Political Party - A group in Kazakhstan 

involved in defending the rights of ethnic Kazakhs in China's 

northwestern region of Xinjiang has announced it will 

create a political party in the Central Asian state.  

Leaders and activists of the group Naghyz Atazhurt (Real 

Fatherland) announced the move at a press conference in 

Kazakhstan's largest city, Almaty, on May 12.  

"Our goal is to contribute to the process of the democratic 

political system while taking into account our people's 

traditions, language, national characteristics," the group's 

leader, Bekzat Maqsutuly, said. 

In a sign of the party's platform, Maqsutuly accused the 

authorities of doing nothing to assist ethnic Kazakhs in 

Xinjiang who want to move to Kazakhstan. 

Naghyz Atazhurt, formerly known as Atazhurt Eriktileri 

(Volunteers of the Fatherland), has campaigned for the 

release of ethnic Kazakhs held in so-called re-education 

camps in Xinjiang. 

The United Nations has said an estimated 1 million ethnic Uyghurs and other mostly Turkic-speaking Muslim indigenous 

people of Xinjiang, including Kazakhs, were being held in what it described as "counterextremism centers" in Xinjian. 

The UN also said millions more had been forced into internment camps. China says that the facilities are "centers for 

vocational education and training." 

How the Kremlin Tries to Influence the Policies of Other Countries - It is possible to define three Russian 

geopolitical strategies.  

• First - openly create an anti-Western bloc through a union with China and other Asian and Middle Eastern states. 

Even prior to the full-scale attack on Ukraine, Russian experts insisted that Russia should create its own technical-

economic bloc independent of the West. Now, Russian commentators no longer conceal that the creation of such a 

grouping is meant to strengthen the anti-Western inclinations of Russia’s potential allies, exploiting their colonial 

past. Russia frightens its prospective partners with “the re-birth of colonialism” and seeks to present itself as their 

greatest defender. Notably, the head of Russia’s foreign ministry, Sergei Lavrov, openly recently declared that “the 

military operation in Ukraine contributes to the liberation of the world from the postcolonial oppression of the 

West.” 
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• Second - court the most pro-Russian Western countries and use them as “agents of influence” in international 

structures. Russian media outlets often refer to Hungary and Serbia in this regard. MGIMO scholars call Hungary 

“one of the few countries openly supporting Russia” and note that by “being a member of the European Union, but 

supporting the Russian side in a balanced way, Budapest can continue to benefit from relations with Russia.” 

According to the Montenegrin political analyst Ljubomir Filipović, Russian influence is really strong in Serbia, and it 

will be maintained even if the country is fully integrated into the EU. 

As Filipović pointed out, Serbian influence in the Balkans is the main source of Russian propaganda in the region, 

primarily through the Serbian Orthodox Church, whose pro-Russian narratives were noted even by the European 

Parliament 

• Third - destabilization and weakening of other countries to make them more vulnerable to pressure. This 

approach was quite openly proclaimed by pro-Kremlin political scientist Dmitriy Yevstafyev on the Russian political 

talk show An Evening with Vladimir Solovyev. He said it is necessary to identify the “weak links of the collective 

West,” one of which could by Turkey. In his words, “Turkey is a country experiencing colossal internal economic 

problems,” and the “primary political task of Russia” is to use “methods of geo-economic and political pressure to 

get Turkey out of Ukraine.” 

Russia fired at Israeli planes in Syria for first time - Russia for the first time fired at Israeli planes in Syria, 

Channel 13 reported on Monday, citing "foreign publications." 

After hundreds of aerial attacks on targets in Syria by Israeli forces, an air defense battery operated by the Russian 

military on Friday responded to a wave of Israel Air Force planes attacking targets in the western part of the country. 

Russia controls Syrian airspace and has extensive military presence in the war-torn country that shares a border with 

northern Israel.  

Israel coordinates with Russia in Syria, but tensions have been ramping up recently between Moscow and Jerusalem 

over the war in Ukraine as Prime Minister Naftali Bennett's government plays a balancing act between Kyiv and 

Moscow. 

According to the report, the Russian battery launched several missiles into the air that did not pose a threat to the 

airplanes. There was also not a locking of the battery radar on the planes, but the article calls it a "precedent-setting 

event." 


